The simplest way to collaborate
intelligently in the cloud
Enterprise-grade
infrastructure and support
Drive is built on infrastructure
scaled to billions of users at marketleading speeds, low latencies, 24hour support, and comprehensive
documentation and self-service.
Painless migration
Migration tools handle the transition
to Drive for you, automatically moving
content and file sharing rules from any
system and optimizing it for Drive.
Effortless adoption
Drive File Stream resolves change
management and adoption challenges
by allowing access to shared files on
demand, right from your desktop.

Google Drive
Enterprise
Transform
collaboration
without the
pain of change.

Drive Enterprise is now available as
a standalone content platform, with
flexible, low-risk pricing—just $8 per
active user per month and $.04/GB.
Docs, Sheets, Slides, Sites, Forms,
Security Center, Cloud Identity, and
a slate of of security features and
controls are included.

Seamless interoperability
Drive works with the tools the
enterprise relies on. Comment on 60+
file types, collaborate on Microsoft
documents in real-time, and more.
Use intelligence to boost efficency
Quick Access reduces busywork
by intelligently surfacing content
users need, when they need it.
Keep content secure
and under control
Vault for Drive delivers powerful data
retention and legal holds. Data Loss
Prevention makes classification
configurable, automated, and
comprehensive. Protected Team
Drives create secure shared spaces
with simple permissions.

$8/active user/month
$.04/GB

“Google is revolutionizing
collaboration and individual
productivity through AI.
Employees can focus more
on creating value for our
customers and less on
mundane tasks.”

Major companies use
Drive to harness their
growing knowledge:
2 Trillion files shared

- Barry Hensch
Vice President, Technology Enablement,
ATB Financial

Industry Leadership
Drive was named a Leader in The
Forrester WaveTM: Enterprise File Sync
and Share Platforms, Cloud Solutions,
Q4 2017 report. Google was also named a
leader for its Google Drive solution in the
Gartner 2017/2018 Magic Quadrant
for Content Collaboration Platforms.

Why Drive earns recognition:
• Focus on the full spectrum of enterprise needs
• Effective search and discovery tools
• Strength in artificial intelligence
• Powerful global infrastructure
• Breadth and depth in content services

Visit gsuite.google.com/g-drive-enterprise or contact your Google account executive today.
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